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CONSTRUCTION ADVISORY 

Sept 2016: No updates have been provided by the developer of 803 Waimanu.   
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Happy Halloween from TIP...Happy Halloween from TIP...Happy Halloween from TIP...Happy Halloween from TIP...    
There is no trick-or-treating in the residential or commercial areas of the             

Imperial Plaza, however, there are some great alternatives in the community: 

Hallowbaloo 2016:  10/29, Starts at 4:30 PM 

The Hallowbaloo Street Festival returns to HiSAM (Hawaii State Art Museum) and 

the surrounding streets, and we couldn’t be more excited. Iconic landmarks, 

manicured lawns and expansive tree canopies combine to make it the perfect 

oasis for sharing Halloween aloha and enjoying rambunctious rhythms.  

Ward Village:  Trick or Treat Street 10/31, 6p - 8p, Trick-or-Treat, this is neat!        

A community event that's sweet, sweet, sweet! There'll be candy, there'll be    

stickers, even coupons for Trick-Or-Treaters  

Ala Moana:  10/31 Keiki dressed in their favorite costumes can trick-or-treat 

throughout the Center.  Event hours TBD. 

Pearlridge:  10/31 Trick-or-treating from 5:30 PM to 7:30 PM at                             

participating stores. 



COMING	SOON...The	Imperial	Plaza	Mobile	App	2.0	

Upgrades are currently being completed to the Imperial 

Plaza Mobile app by the developer, 100 Innovations.    

Once the upgrade is  approved, the new application will be 

more stable and provide better push notification service.  

The new and improved app will require all users to           

re-download from the Apple or Play Store and register.  

Be on the look out for elevator flyers                           

informing you of  the app’s availability.   

Cable TV Service 

Advisory 
A handful of tower units have been experiencing dropped signals and poor reception with their Hawaiian Telcom     

digital cable service.  Hawaiian Telcom has advised us that that they are currently working on finding a solution, but 

need more feedback from current users to help determine if the problem is building wide or isolated to a couple units.  

They are asking if users can call the hotline and report issues with their cable service.  If you are experiencing the      

following: 

♦ Dropped signals 

♦ Pixilated pictures or other picture quality issues 

♦ Consistent resets of tv box and/or modem 

Please contact Hawaiian Telcom at 643-3456 to      

report your problems.  The more people who report an issue, the more Hawaiian Telcom will be able to determine the 

source.  Thank you for your cooperation. 

Hawaiian Telcom         

Customer Service Line 

643-3456 

New Greenery in the Galerie~ 

After 10 years, the 2nd floor Galerie planters were given new life!  Silkwood Hawaii provided the 

new greenery for all our planters, highlighting the center planters with bright bougainvillea.       

Keep looking for updates occurring around the property~ 


